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ABSTRACT 
 

 Security is a demanding assets into vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) due to open-medium, infrastructure less, partial-battery-
power, partial-bandwidth and dynamic-topology. In general, security can be divided into two levels; the first level is authentication, where 
techniques such as cryptography is widely deployed. The second level is intrusion detection systems (IDS). IDS is preferred in open 
nature networks such as VANET. The work in this paper is twofold. The first part focuses in security attacks in VANET and classification 
of various attacks based on security violation, such as Confidentiality, Authentication, Authorization, Integrity, Availability, and 
Identification in VANET. The second part focuses in analyzing the performances IDS techniques, such as Misuse detection, Anomaly 
Detection and Specification Detection techniques in VANET, and a comparison between common IDS techniques is presented. 
Furthermore, a discussion on the strength and limitation of IDS techniques is presented based-on the literature. 

 
Keywords: VANET; Security; Intrusion Detection Systems. 

 
INTRODUCTION  
 
 VANET [1, 2] is like a mobile ad-hoc network 
which contains the following important components 
to work in a secure environment. Automobile-to-
Automobile (A2A), Automobile-to-Roadside (A2R) 
or Automobile-to-Infrastructure (A2I), Automobile-
to-all (A2X). The different ad hoc such as WiMAX-
IEEE-802.16, ZigBee, WiFi-IEEE-80211p, and 
Bluetooth participate in its networking to make it 
accurate and dynamic, as well the different running 
environment such as topology established, position 
established, cluster established, geocast, broadcast 
and adaptive routing have been proposed by 
different authors [3,4,5], each car is equipped with 
on-board-Equipment (OBE) which responsible to 
provide the communication purpose and roads have 
road-side-unit/communication domain (RSU). As 
many other Ad hoc technologies join to regulate 
VANET, the traditional security, such as 
cryptography and authentication is not enough to 
detect the malicious activities, IDS is employed to 
prevent against such type of network traffic and 
unusual activates around the running environment. 
In the year from 2000's the research on VANET 

security were triggered, in order to summarized 
through survey evolving a big number of publication 
related to detection attacks, violation of security and 
intrusion detection in VANET, we lookup and 
collected articles approaching this topic mean from 
2007 to 2014 that conclude epochal contribution and 
some of novel approaches for improvement the 
VANET security. Figure 1 summarized the number 
of publications done by each year, we browse on five 
technical publishers such as IEEE digital library, 
ACM, Springer cloud library, Wiley and Elsevier 
cloud Library with enter the keywords “VANET-
Attack”, “VANET-Security” and “VANET-Intrusion 
Detection System”. 
 In general, IDS is classified as host-based 
depends on operating system to evaluate the log files 
to audit data for analyzing the malicious activates 
driven from user activities, while in the network-
based depends on data packets to analyze the 
malicious activity on the network. Intrusion 
detection has three major techniques to detect the 
unusual / malicious activities. 1. Signature based [6] 
or misuse detection has been designed as a database 
behavioral nature to inspect the malicious activity 
against the database[37]. 2. Anomaly based  [7, 41] 
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detection build its own database based on the 
activity, behavior and inspect the traffic to mark it as 
malicious, in this technique a normal vehicle is 
compared within the captured vehicle into the 
system along with predefined standard behavior. 3. 
Specification-based [8,32] inspection is based on the 
mixture of signature-based and anomaly-based, it is 
capable to detect the new type of malicious like Zero 
Day Attacks and analyze the behavior of the vehicle 
at the initial time. To design the IDS Parker [9] 
highlights the six terms: Confidentiality, Integrity, 
Availability, Utility, Authenticity, and Possession. 
Many attacks generate to violate the network 
security, such as an attacker who attempt to gain 

illegal authorization to access into network due to 
selfish behavior, spying, revenge and etc. In this 
paper, we focuses in analyzing the performance IDS 
techniques along with comparison of various 
intrusion detection techniques their strength and 
limitations, we introduce the classification of 
security attacks in VANET base on security 
violation. This paper is prearranged as follows; 
section 2 inventories the relevant security attacks in 
VANET, section 3 inventories the IDS in VANET, 
section 4 describes the comparison of intrusion 
detection techniques in VANET and section 5 
conclusion of the present work. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: VANET-Security Publication (2007-2014). 
 
2. Security Attacks in VANET: 
 In this subsection we review various variety of 
attacks in VANET. The most common attacks are 
Active and Passive, Malicious and Rational, 
Outsider and insider. , different authors has 
conducted surveys to capture the data on security 
attacks based on Confidentiality, Integrity and 

Authentication (CIA), Privacy, Tracking and 
Revocation, Non-reputation, real time control and 
low overhead in VANET [10-11-12] system.  The 
complete classification of attacks is shown in figure 
2, furthermore in table 1 we have present 
classification of attacks based on security violation 
in VANET as following. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Classification of Attacks. 
 
2.1. Active and Passive: 
 A vehicle node can broadcast to harm other 
vehicles or any part of network, in general, active 

vehicle nodes could generate any kind of attack, 
while, passive vehicle nodes can’t be able to 
generate attack but can only spy broadcast messages 
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between the other vehicle nodes, the passive vehicles 
do not have any authentication mechanism and can 
try to grape the information from the network. 
 
2.2. Malicious and Rational: 
 Malicious vehicles does not have any targeted 
object or results, they focus on to harm the others 
vehicles or slow  down the network performance 
[13], the example of malicious such as DDoS, 
Tampering, jamming and so on, furthermore rational 
have a predefined target and it can be dangerous [14] 
they have capability to attack by spy. 
 
 
 

2.3. Outsider and Insider: 
 Due to the nature of VANET, the outsider 
vehicle is not authenticated on the network so it is 
hardly to generate direct attack, but normally 
outsiders can spy to another vehicle by collecting 
useful information regarding roads, tunnels, traffic 
congestion to generate or prepare any future attack 
[15], examples; black hole attack, false message. 
Similarly, insider are more capable to generate attack 
which is further classified into two types an insider 
those are fully authenticated, the other type is 
industrial insiders[39,40]. Example circuits, 
mechanical parts and assembly units work with 
automobile services [16,33], it is difficult to detect 
such attack for example; tampering. 

 
3. IDS in VANET: 

 
 
Fig. 3: Intrusion Detection Systems. 
 
 VANET is more vulnerable to capture because 
the vehicular nodes are not centralized all vehicles 
are randomly distributed and also absence of 
physical obstacles so an attacker can target the 
vehicle node by all possible ways. To prevent from 
attackers an additional security can be employ like 
IDS, the IDS architectures categorize into 
standalone, cooperative and distributed, and 
hierachical, in figure 3 shown the IDS which shown 
the audit source IDS architecture and detection 
techniques of IDS. In the standalone [17] each node 
self-governing IDS and detection the intrusion, 
furthermore the integrity of each node is more secure 
so nodes are not cooperative and do not share 
information to other node, it requires executing and 
running IDS capabilities on node. In the cooperative 
and distributed [18] each node governed by IDS 
agent and detection made by decision, by 
cooperation and sharing information about intrusion 
to other nodes, this category is suitable for global 
detection. And in the hierachical [19] Each node 
governed by cluster-head/administrator and cluster-
head/administrator responsible to supervisor all 
network, the node follow the routing into the group 

and acknowledge broadcast from each node of the 
cluster to alert about malicious, possibly a supervisor 
the cluster-head/administrator must detect malicious 
in network. Similarly the cluster-head/administrator 
possibly cooperation to central-base for global IDS. 
To analyze the performance IDS techniques in 
twofold from year 2010-2014 and before 2010, 
which presents the analyzing the performance of 
various IDS techniques as follow. 
 Table 1; Au authentication, ID Identification, C 
Confidentiality, Av Availability, In integrity, M 
Modification, I Interception, F Fabrication, E Exploit 
An Adversary, Ac Active, and Pa Passive. 
 
3.1. In the year from 2010-2014: 
 Ming-Chin [20] proposed Trust-Extended 
Authentication Mechanism (TEAM) that consist of 
recording, login, authentication, password option, 
trust extended authentication, key inform, and key 
reversal.  Every vehicle in OBE need to initial 
registration from its manufacture or secure channel 
that assign the key and store in security hardware, 
and that key use for login that login is first 
checkpoint either node is normal or malicious, the 
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general authentication that secure the vehicle that no 
one can use its identity as well OBE also don’t use 
its real identity, in trust-extended authentication that 
aiming to improve trust relationship, the secure 
communication that aiming to send receive data 

packet within in signed vehicle, the revocation of 
key is based on timer and only trusty vehicle can 
updates their keys[38]. 
 

 
Table 1:  Classification of Attacks. 

Layer Issue Attack Violation Status Class 

Physical layer 
Battery, connection 

drop, hardware stuck 
Tampering Au&Id Ac M 

Eavesdropping C Pa I 

Data link layer 
Cache stuck, Radio 
interface, hardware 

error, 

Unfairness Av&In Ac M 
Exhaustion Av&In Ac M 
Collision Av&In Ac M 

Network layer 

Fabricated IP address, 
Routing errors, 
Protocol errors, 

External attacks, IP 
addressing stuck 

Sybil Au&Id Ac M&E 
Black Hole Av Ac M 

GPS Spoofing In Ac M&F 
Sinkhole Av&In Ac F 
wormhole Av&I Ac F 
Discloser  Ac E 

Transport layer 
Rebroadcast issues, 

port issues, data 
fragmentation 

Timing In Ac M&F 
Tunneling Au&In Ac M 

SYN flooding In Ac M&F 
Session Hijacking In Ac M 

Application Layer 

HTTP, FTP, SMTP 
application stuck, 
system application 

stuck, network 
application stuck 

Man-in-the-middle Au, Id Ac A 
DoS & DDoS Av Ac I 

Virus, Worms C&Au Ac F&I 

 
 Hichem [21] proposed Intrusion-Detection-
Framework for Vehicular-Networks (IDFV). Which 
consists of Local-Intrusion-Detection-Module 
(LIDM) and Global-Intrusion Detection-Module 
(GIDM). In this technique, LIDM is activated at 
every cluster member, it eavesdrops the neighboring 
by storing their ID and evaluate the PDR, PSR, 
MDR and RSSI and detect the malicious by taking 
decision either node is normal or malicious as well 
compute the reputation of each member, when node 
selected at cluster-head as it trust rate is below from 
predefined threshold it switch to GIDM, the GIDM 
base on two scheme vote and reputation, that check 
the witnesses of malicious by checking majority vote 
information. 
 Hichem [22] Proposed efficient and light-weight 
intrusion detection appliance for VANET (ELIDV), 
which used a unicast greedy and forwarding 
protocols, in first step evaluate the IDS agent those 
are located in the links of radio range then it present 
the rules to detection policies each attack has 
different rule and polices, and finally vehicle’s 
behavior evaluation (VBE) protocol aiming to assign 
the malicious level to malicious node base on 
trustworthy and untrustworthy. 
 Dr. V.M. Thakare [23] proposed VANET WSN 
system with MVND. Which used the Malicious 
vehicles node detection (MVND) and Secure and 
stable vehicular clustering based on weighted 
clustering algotithm (SVWCA) and an additional 
sensor node to detect the road condition if any 
variations detect on road the sensor will activate and 
alert the gateway, the detector sensor is idle mode so 
less load on battery power it just activate for 
detection purpose when variation happed. 

 Sushmita Ruj [24] proposed Data-centric 
Misbehavior Detection which used efficient 
certificate management scheme for VANET 
(ECMV), Master Authority (MA) and Certification 
Authorities (CA). It analyze the false alert and 
classified into as decent, corrupt alert. Major 
highlighting on selfish misbehaving and it provides 
the position privacy employing by pseudonyms to 
detect the false alert by observing the location of 
node after transmitting the alerts, there is no voting 
process and majority decision. This scheme not 
attempt to revoke the nodes but it imposes penalties 
established on false alert. This method got two major 
limitation is when a vehicle U-turn it fails to detect 
false information, and second limitation is using 
more bandwidth than normal because in case when 
same alert messages retransmit by others. 
 Norbert [25] proposed IDS Through 
Confirmation of Vehicle campaign Data, this scheme 
is apply on C2X within single-hope, it evaluate node 
movement packet by plausibility model, basically 
plausibility consist of receipt range threshold, 
campaign analysis, minimum direction moved, 
sudden appearance alert and maximum beaconing 
frequency. This scheme used the digital certificates 
all vehicles can send data packets that are signed and 
cannot alerted, based on signature it can be assume 
that vehicle either normal or malicious. 
 Daxin Tian [26] proposed IDS based on the 
BUSNet, the Business As uSual (BUS) BUSNet is 
virtual backbone infrastructure using public busses, 
there are three layers at first layer is for normal 
nodes, second layer is for busses and third layer is 
for RSU. IDS classified into misuse detection that 
looks for signatures of known malicious and 
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anomaly pattern to train neural network for normal 
node, if the any node behavior value is bigger than 
predefined threshold it consider that node as 
malicious. 
 Elhadi M. Shakshuki [27] proposed Enhanced 
Adaptive Acknowledgment (EAACK). This 
technique divided into acknowledge, secure 
acknowledge (S-ACK) and misbehavior report 
authentication (MRA). Acknowledge is based on end 
to end response that goal to reduce network 
congestion. In this scheme node x has to send data 
packet to node y, and node y has to response back 
acknowledgement to the node x. If node y doesn’t 
response back acknowledgment then Node y will fire 
from ACK and switch to S-ACK scheme that 
responsible to detect disobedient in the route. The S-
ACK is an advance version of 2-ACK. If malicious 
detect successfully then MRA generate the 
alternative route to destination. 
 Jaydip Sen [19] proposed semi-centralized 
cluster architecture which consist of cluster-
admin/head-module (CHM) and cluster-
client/member-module (CHM). In this technique the 
network is divided into cluster members which are 
governed by cluster-head, in the cluster members set 
a firewall for known attacks and mobile agents hold 
a database to recognize the malicious based on 
signature. 
 
3.2. In the year before 2010: 
 M.Gunasekaran [28] proposed Authenticated-
Acknowledgement-Scheme (AAS), this method is 
similar as TWOACK, this scheme aiming to assign 
password to every communication either receiving 
and sending it uses the hash function for each 
password, transmitting data packet has a hash value, 
data and tag,  which assign fixed route to node in 
opposite direction, if any wish to communicate then 
it must send and receive to each other, it is more 
preferable to prevent against integrity, but same time 
it increase the overhead of transmission and as well 
delay 
 Kejun Liu et al [29] proposed TWOACK 
algorithm that improved the weaknesses of watchdog 
like collision and limited energy transmission, it 
detect the links those involved in misbehaving and 
recognizing all packets those transmitted, TWOACK 
is preferable on running environment such as 
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). 2-ACK definitely 
solved the watchdog weaknesses but this algorithm 
contains the acknowledgement requirement within 
every transmission passed by medium that process 
cause overhead on network. 
 Yanchao Zhang [30] proposed secure-incentive-
protocol (SIP) that is point based simulate 
cooperation in data forwarding, the point is a credit 
that depend on nature of sending packet either 
normal or malicious the points increase and can 
decrease behalf of its behavior, at, whoever wish to 
send data packet it switch to SIP model that consist 

of session initiation, session key establishment, 
packet forwarding and rewarding phase. 
 K. Masmoudi [31] used a well-known IDS 
SNORT for a personal distributed network base it 
aiming to distribute IDS initially and admit in to user 
settings into their access rights, key, profile. The 
SNORT technique deploy the pattern matching to 
evaluate the malicious based on predefined 
malicious. This technique is not secure because of it 
work only known malicious the trigger only alarm 
certain malicious. 
 Sterne et al [32] proposed a cluster approach, 
the cluster-head task to data filtering, fusion, 
detection of intrusion and administrate the security 
management, and leaf node monitor and analyze the 
variation then notify to cluster-head. 
 Bachrgger and Lebudec [33] proposed 
CONFIDANT within the DSR running environment, 
this method comparable to watchdog and pathrater, 
all nodes observe from their neighbors to gain 
knowledge from them. CONFIDANT consists of 
monitoring and reputation system, trust and path 
manager. If malicious happed it report to reputation 
system and reputation system furthermore check and 
update into reputation-table, as well report to path-
manager which responsible to remove misbehaving 
node. The monitoring-system send to alarm 
messages to trust-manager to verify alarm received 
from trusted node and update in alarm table to 
recognize the malicious. 
 Sun [34] proposed an method that is called zone 
based IDS (ZBIDS) this techniques involve local and 
celebrative detection, using classifier model of 
Markov chain as engine of selecting appropriate 
texture to calculate activates and relay to use back 
their activities, the LACE and GACE observe the 
intrusion, it track out the traffic information within 
radio coverage each node is supplementary with IDS 
agents that perform low level ZBIDS and response 
the report about abnormal attitude. For high level 
ZBIDS the gateways to notify alert each node within 
zone. 
 Michiardi and Molva [35] proposed CORE to 
detect the selfish nodes, this method consist of 
monitoring and reputation system, the reputation 
system force to misbehave nodes to cooperate as 
some times misbehave is not intentionally due to low 
battery, connection stuck so furthermore it check the 
previous reputation before firing from network. 
 Marti et al.[36] proposed a detection system 
contain Watchdog and Pathrater models, at medium 
watchdog eavesdrop the packets forwarding and hold 
the buffer memory of passed packet to observe the 
next-hope node normally forward packet or not, 
Watchdog eavesdrop the compromised packet those 
attempting the permission to transmit the packet and 
unfortunately failed to transmit, whoever selfish can 
be caught, a packet pass away from the medium 
when the watchdog eavesdrop the same packet at the 
medium and if that packet passing to long in the 
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buffer then watchdog  labeled the next-hope 
neighbor involving in misbehaving, and Pathrater 
model for routing protocols, and it can be work on 
different routing protocols. 
 
2. Comparison of IDS Techniques in VANET: 
 As we discussed in previous section many of 
researchers proposed Intrusion Detection techniques 
in core field of VANET as well until now ongoing 
research work on VANET security, the main goal of 
each technique is to secure the communication as 
well prevent against security attacks related to CIA, 
Privacy, Tracking and Revocation, Non-reputation, 
Real time control and low overhead in VANET, we 
represent the classification of comparison of 
different intrusion detection techniques in table 2. 
 
Conclusion: 
 This paper analyze the performance of intrusion 
detection techniques from various literatures in 
VANEt along with the comparison their strengths 
and limitation as well, shows the security attacks, 
their classification and variety of attacks which are 
involved to violate the Confidentiality, 
Authentication, Authorization, Integrity, 
Availability, and Identification in VANET security, 
the classification of attacks that could be help the 
researchers and developers to mitigate the attacks by 

develop the possible prevention measures. Our goal 
is to classify all the possible intrusion detection 
techniques and attack types which violate the 
VANET security to distinguish the detection 
methodology to improve the security features in IDS, 
In general VANET is still evolving, not fully 
deployed yet in practical life.  It is observed that in 
VANET have many vulnerable / unsecure 
communication channels are operating which 
increased the overall security risk in the VANET 
system and the network overheads. So researchers 
and developers should take a serious note on 
VANET to improve the security features and 
manage the control systems to enhance the existing 
security risks. On the other hand, using VANET, we 
can secure the financial consequence due to 
collisions, which is beneficiary to insurance 
companies. To sum up all, we categorized all the 
trees of Intrusion detection techniques by analyze 
their performance with comparison their strengths 
and limitations, as well define the possible Attacks  
which violate security in the VANET system which 
are unsecured or contain high risks. 
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 Table 2: Comparison of Intrusion Detection Techniques in VANET. 

IDS 
MODEL 

Architecture 
Detection 
Technique 

Attack handle Advantages Limitations 

TEAM Hierarchical Signature 

forgery attack, 
modification attack,  

replay attack, man-in-
the-middle attack 

Decentralized, suitable to prevent 
against man-in-the-middle type of 

attacks. 

Database needed to deploy, as RSU is not 
suitable to hold a database due to short 

range communication. 

IDFV Hierarchical Reputation 
selective forwarding, 
black hole, wormhole 

Robust reputation schema to evaluate 
vehicles’ trust level. 

Threshold values if low its performance 
degrades as a high number of malicious 

cannot detect. 

ELIDV Hierarchical Signature 
DoS, integrity target, 

false alert’s 
generation 

Each link hold Guard vehicle that 
monitor the vehicle within radio range. 

Huge Database required. 

VANET 
WSN system 
with MVND 

Hierarchical Distributed DoS 
Sensor will activate if surrounding 

detect any changes. 
Overhead of transmission and end-to-end 

delay. 

data-centric 
MDS 

Hierarchical Signature 
false location, Sybil 

attack 
No voting scheme, impose fine further 
more do not revoke malicious vehicle. 

Retransmitting alerts uses high bandwidth, 
it fails when vehicle U-turns. 

IDS Through 
Verification 
of Vehicle 
Movement 

Data 

Hierarchical Signature 
Fake Congestion, 

Denying Existence of 
a Congestion 

Flexible with data base without need of 
other hardware. 

Difficult to train other vehicle to avoid fake 
congestion. 

IDS based on 
BUSNet 

Hierarchical 
Cluster, Bus 

agent 
DoS, Flooding, 

wormhole 
This method is flexible to apply on 

different routing protocols. 
If threshold is bigger value then cannot 

detect malicious. 

EAACK 
Distributed & 
Cooperative 

Signature 
Packet dropping 

attack 

Malicious can capture with partial 
broadcast power and presence of 

collision. 

Collusions of packets and key distribution 
resultant overhead. 

Semi-
centralize. 
clustered 

Hierarchical Signature 
Black hole, Flooding, 

Packet Dropping 
Global detection. 

Features & updating patches fully 
dependable on experts. 

AAS 
Distributed & 
Cooperative 

Signature 
Preventing 
selfishness 

Password for each broadcast, hash 
function, so integrity of data is more 

secure. 

Overhead of transmission and end-to-end 
delay. 

TWOACK 
Distributed & 
Cooperative 

Cooperative 
Prevent selfish nodes, 

misbehaving links 

Solved the collision and partial 
transmission control problems of 

Watchdog. 

No authentication for the acknowledgement 
packets. 

SIP 
Distributed & 
Cooperative 

Cooperative  
It is independent routing and session 

based the unauthorized access is denied. 
Every node require hardware model. 

SNORT 
Distributed & 
Cooperative 

Signature 
DoS,  DDoS, Sink 

hole, 
Black hole 

Low false positives. Insider attack involving abuse of privileges. 

Cluster-
based 

(Sterne) 
Hierarchical Signature man-in-the-middle Potentially scalable to large networks. 

Features & updating patches fully 
dependable on experts. 

CONFIDAN
T 

Distributed & 
Cooperative 

Reputation DoS 
Less overhead and high satisfactoriness 

due to passing only positive reports, 
negative labeled as misbehaving. 

Eventually nodes battery is low or 
connection stuck so they misbehaving by 

intentionally not real, they should not 
capture as misbehaving and stop being into 

network. 
ZBIDS Hierarchical Cooperative  Aggregation algorithm attain better If attacker attack on any zone then failed to 
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detection, reduce the false alarm. cooperate 

CORE 
Distributed & 
Cooperative 

Reputation DoS 
Two components. Watchdog that 

monitor the behavior, and reputation 
table store reputation. 

It is not capturing colluding nodes in 
distributed negative reputation. 

Watchdog & 
Pathrater 

Standalone Monitoring 
Selfish Misbehavior 

attack, Replay attacks 
Detects malicious at the accelerating 

level, 

May be not detect when, Limited broadcast 
power, Fake misconduct, Crash, partial 

dipping, ambiguous rash. 
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